A KS-type dehydrin and its related domains reduce Cu-promoted radical generation and the histidine residues contribute to the radical-reducing activities
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Abstract
Dehydrin is a plant disordered protein whose functions are not yet totally understood. Here it is reported that a KS-type dehydrin can reduce the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) from Cu. AthIRD11, which is the Arabidopsis KS-type dehydrin, inhibited generation of hydrogen peroxide and hydroxyl radicals in the Cu–ascorbate system. The radical-reducing activity of AthIRD11 was stronger than those of radical-silencing peptides such as glutathione and serum albumin. The addition of Cu2+ reduced the disordered state, decreased the trypsin susceptibility, and promoted the self-association of AthIRD11. Domain analyses indicated that the five domains containing histidine showed ROS-reducing activities. Histidine/alanine substitutions indicated that histidine is a crucial residue for reducing ROS generation. Using the 27 peptides which are related to the K,S-type dehydrins of 14 plant species, it was found that the strengths of ROS-reducing activities can be determined by two factors, namely the histidine contents and the length of the peptides. The degree of ROS-reducing activities of a dehydrin can be predicted using these indices.
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Introduction
Dehydrins (group 2 late embryogenesis abundant proteins) are plant proteins that are responsive to abiotic stresses such as drought, extreme temperature, and high salinity. Various plant species accumulate dehydrins during embryogenesis and stress responses. Studies on the conserved domains, expression, localization, conformational characteristics, and functions of dehydrins have been summarized (see reviews by Close, 1996; Svensson et al., 2002; Rorat, 2006; Tunnaccliffe and Wise, 2007; Battaglia et al., 2008; Hundertmark and Hincha, 2008; Hara, 2010; Eriksson and Harryson, 2011). Dehydrins possess conserved K-segments (EKKGIMDKIKEKLPG or similar sequences), which are proposed to form an amphipathic helix (Close, 1996; Svensson et al., 2002; Rorat, 2006; Tunnaccliffe and Wise, 2007; Battaglia et al., 2008; Hundertmark and Hincha, 2008; Hara, 2010; Eriksson and Harryson, 2011). Other unique domains, namely a Y-segment (a typical sequence; DEYGNP) and an S-segment (LHRSGSSSSSEDD or related sequences), frequently appear in dehydrin sequences. Using the three segments, dehydrins are conveniently classified by the following shorthand: SKn, YnSKn, YnK, KnS, etc. Because dehydrins are composed of charged and polar amino acids, they are believed to have highly flexible structures (Close, 1996; Svensson et al., 2002; Rorat, 2006; Tunnaccliffe and Wise, 2007; Battaglia et al., 2008; Hundertmark and Hincha, 2008; Hara, 2010; Eriksson and Harryson, 2011). Dehydrins show stability to boiling, abnormal mobility in electrophoresis, and high proteolytic sensitivity. Circular dichroism (CD), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, and nuclear magnetic resonance indicated that dehydrins are intrinsically disordered proteins (Tompa, 2009).
Dehydrins are ubiquitously found in various subcellular compartments, including the cytoplasm, nucleus, plasma membrane, tonoplast, plastid, mitochondrion, endoplasmic reticulum, and plasmodesmata (Close, 1996; Svensson et al., 2002; Rotar, 2006; Tunncliffe and Wise, 2007; Battaglia et al., 2008; Hundertmark and Hincha, 2008; Hara, 2010; Eriksson and Harryson, 2011). Dehydrins have been detected mainly in and/or near the vasculature (Godoy et al., 1994; Danyluk et al., 1998; Bravo et al., 1999; Nylander et al., 2001, Hara et al., 2011). Studies using transgenics and mutants have reported the relationship between dehydrin expression and stress tolerance in plants. The overexpression of dehydrin genes in plants enhanced their tolerance to stresses, such as low temperature (Hara et al., 2003; Houde et al., 2004; Puhakainen et al., 2004; Yin et al., 2006; Xing et al., 2011; Ochoa-Alfaro et al., 2012), osmotic stress (Cheng et al., 2002; Figueras et al., 2004; Brini et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2011), and high salinity (Shekhawat et al., 2011). Reduction of dehydrin contents lowered seed longevity in Arabidopsis (Hundertmark et al., 2011). Functional studies at the molecular level have attempted to elucidate how dehydrins participate in promoting stress tolerance. Dehydrins showed cryoprotection (Close, 1996; Svensson et al., 2002; Rotar, 2006; Tunncliffe and Wise, 2007; Battaglia et al., 2008; Hundertmark and Hincha, 2008; Hara, 2010; Eriksson and Harryson, 2011), antifreeze activity (Wisniewski et al., 1999), phospholipid binding (Kovacs et al., 2008; Koag et al., 2009; Eriksson et al., 2011), nucleic acid binding (Hara et al., 2009; Lin et al., 2012), and calcium binding (Heyen et al., 2002; Alsheikh et al., 2005). However, how these in vitro functions are associated with enhancing the stress tolerance in plants remains unknown.

One of the typical phenomena observed in transgenic plants expressing dehydrins is the reduction of lipid peroxidation under stress conditions (Hara et al., 2003; Shekhawat et al., 2011; Xing et al., 2011). It has been shown that the lipid peroxidation results from reactive oxygen species (ROS) generated in stressed plants (Shen et al., 1997; Iturbe-Ormaetxe et al., 1998). Generally, transition metals are thought to be the origins of ROS generation in vivo (Iturbe-Ormaetxe et al., 1998). Many dehydrins can bind heavy metals with their histidine-rich sequences (Svensson et al., 2000; Krüger et al., 2002; Hara et al., 2005; Rahman et al., 2011). Although it is postulated that dehydrins may control the ROS generation from transition heavy metals such as Cu, the ROS-controlling functions of dehydrins have not been demonstrated yet.

In order to investigate whether dehydrins can control the generation of ROS from heavy metals, the KS-type dehydrins were the focus of this study for the following reasons. (i) The KS-type dehydrins have been well characterized to bind heavy metals. The Ricinus communis KS-type dehydrin ITP was identified as a metal transporter that moves through the phloem of young plants (Krüger et al., 2002). The Arabidopsis KS-type dehydrin AtHIRD11 (At1g54410), which accumulated in the cambial zone of the vasculature, also bound metals (Hara et al., 2011). (ii) The KS-type dehydrins are the shortest subfamily in terms of length (~100 amino acids) and therefore this type has a simple domain constitution, suggesting that, if the KS-type dehydrins can control ROS generation, the domains that are related to the control can be identified with comparative ease. In this study, it was found that the KS-type dehydrins can reduce ROS generation from Cu. It is also proposed that the histidine contents and the length of the peptides are fundamental factors that influence the strength of ROS reduction by the KS-type dehydrins.

Materials and methods

Preparation of recombinant AtHIRD11

A recombinant AtHIRD11 protein was produced by a method reported previously (Hara et al., 2011). In brief, the open reading frame (ORF) of AtHIRD11 was inserted into the pET-30 Escherichia coli expression system (Novagen, WI, USA). This expression system synthesizes a recombinant protein which has His-tag and S-tag sequences at the N-terminus. The E. coli strain BL21 having the expression construct was pre-cultured at 37 °C. Protein expression, which was induced by the addition of isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (1 mM), proceeded for an additional 3 h at 28 °C. Bacterial cells (800 ml of culture) were lysed by BugBuster reagent (Novagen). The lysate clarified by centrifugation was heated at 90 °C for 20 min, and then centrifuged again. The supernatant containing the tagged AtHIRD11 was digested with Factor Xa (Novagen) to remove the tags (His-tags and S-tags). The tagless AtHIRD11 protein was purified subsequently by a HiTrap Chelating HP column (1 ml, GE Healthcare, Tokyo, Japan) immobilizing Ni²⁺ and then an anion-exchange column (10 ml, DEAE-Toyopearl 650M, Tosoh, Tokyo, Japan). The sample was desalted using a NAP-25 column (GE Healthcare) and freeze-dried. The dried AtHIRD11 was weighed and stored as a water solution (10 mg ml⁻¹) at –80 °C until use. The protein was identified as AtHIRD11 using matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization-time of flight-mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF-MS).

Peptide synthesis

In this study, 32 peptides other than AtHIRD11 were chemically synthesized. Their sequences appear in Table 1. Each synthetic peptide has a tryptophan residue at the N-terminus which allows detection by UV (280 nm) to monitor the synthetic peptide quantitatively. The peptides, which were prepared by an automated solid phase peptide synthesizer (Tetra, Advanced ChemTech, KY, USA), were purified using C18 reversed-phase column chromatography (LC-20AB, Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) to 98% homogeneity with a linear gradient of acetonitrile (from 20% to 40%) in 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid solution over 20 min. The purified peptides were identified by MS (LCMS-2020, Shimadzu).

Reduction of ROS generation

The inhibiting effects of AtHIRD11 and its related domains on ROS generation were measured by the Cu–ascorbate system, which was established for researching the ROS-reducing activities of peptides by detecting hydroxyl radicals (Guilloreau et al., 2007). This system consisted of 1/10 phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) pH 7.4 (13.7 mM NaCl, 0.27 mM KCl, 1 mM Na₂HPO₄, and 0.176 mM KH₂PO₄), desferrioxamine (1 mM), test samples [0–1.85 µM for AtHIRD11, 0–30 µM for peptides containing histidine, 0–300 µM for peptides without histidine, 0–5 µM for bovine serum albumin (BSA), 0–10 µM for EDTA, 0–100 µM for glutathione (GSH), 0–500 µM for histidine, and 0–2 mM for glycine], CuCl₂ (4.6 µM), coumarin-3-carboxylic acid (3-CCA, 10 mM), which is a hydroxyl radical detector, and sodium ascorbate (300 µM) in a total volume of 200 µl. The ROS generation was started by the addition of sodium ascorbate, and then the increase in fluorescence (395 nm excitation, 452 nm emission) was monitored for 10 min using a Varioskan Flash microplate reader.
Inhibition of radical generation by dehydrin

In a previous report, the addition of desferrioxamine was recommended because an increase in background fluorescence may occur due to the presence of trace metals in the water used in the experiment (Guilloreau et al., 2007). Although the present experimental conditions did not result in such a background increase, desferrioxamine was used for completeness.

Since hydrogen peroxide is also generated in the Cu–ascorbate system (Guilloreau et al., 2007), the hydrogen peroxide generation was quantified by the titanium sulphate method (Eisenberg, 1943) with modifications. The test mixture contained 1/10 PBS pH 7.4, desferrioxamine (1 µM), AtHIRD11 (0–1.85 µM), CuCl₂ (4.6 µM), and sodium ascorbate (300 µM) in a total volume of 200 µl. After reacting for 3 min, 50 µl of 3% titanium sulphate solution was added to the mixture, and then absorbance at 450 nm was measured using the Varioskan Flash microplate reader. The blank in each case was the mixture containing neither CuCl₂ nor sodium ascorbate. Preliminary experiments showed that a reaction period of 3 min was appropriate for measuring the initial velocity of hydrogen peroxide generation. A calibration curve was produced with the authentic hydrogen peroxide solution.

Table 1. Histidine contents and radical-reducing activities of KS-type dehydrin-related peptides. The 50% inhibitory dose (ID₅₀) values were determined by the ROS generation reaction using the Cu–ascorbate system. Ascorbate (300 µM) and CuCl₂ (4.6 µM) were used. The results are from four replicates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peptide names</th>
<th>Sequences</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>AANs</th>
<th>No. of histidines</th>
<th>Histidine contents (%)</th>
<th>ID₅₀ (µM)</th>
<th>ID₅₀×AAN (µM)</th>
<th>Used in Fig. 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AtHIRD11 and domains</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AtHIRD11</td>
<td>D₁+D₂+D₃+D₄+D₅+D₆+D₇</td>
<td>Arabidopsis thaliana</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>56.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D₁</td>
<td>WMAGLINKGDAL</td>
<td>Arabidopsis thaliana</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>9.59</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>211.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D₂</td>
<td>WHKKKEEHHKK</td>
<td>Arabidopsis thaliana</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>30.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D₃</td>
<td>WHKEGIVDKKKOKKHKH</td>
<td>Arabidopsis thaliana</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>53.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D₄</td>
<td>WGEKSHDGECKSHDG</td>
<td>Arabidopsis thaliana</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>60.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D₅</td>
<td>WKKKKKKKKEKK</td>
<td>Arabidopsis thaliana</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D₆</td>
<td>WHDDGHH</td>
<td>Arabidopsis thaliana</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>15.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D₇</td>
<td>WISSSDSDSD</td>
<td>Arabidopsis thaliana</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>75.1</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>751.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D₅×D₆×D₇</td>
<td>WKKKKKKKKEKKHHD</td>
<td>Arabidopsis thaliana</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>42.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Modified domains |
| D₂H/A | WEAKEEAKKAADKSGE | 20 | 0 | 0.0 | 147 | 14 | 2940 | 270 |
| D₃H/A | WAKEGIVDKKKOKKHKH | 16 | 0 | 0.0 | 223 | 64 | 3568 | 1016 |
| D₄H/A | WGEKSHDGECKSHDG | 16 | 0 | 0.0 | 144 | 32 | 2304 | 509 |
| D₆H/A | WAADDGAA | 8 | 0 | 0.0 | 196 | 4 | 1568 | 28 |

D₆ modified |
| D₆ D/A | WHHAAHGGH | 8 | 4 | 5.0 | 3.20 | 0.03 | 25.59 | 0.28 |
| D₆ D/N | WHHAAHGGH | 8 | 4 | 5.0 | 1.85 | 0.10 | 14.78 | 0.82 |
| D₆ D/H₁ | WHHAAHGGH | 8 | 5 | 62.5 | 3.13 | 0.10 | 25.01 | 0.80 |
| D₆ D/H₂ | WHHAAHGGH | 8 | 6 | 75.0 | 2.32 | 0.19 | 15.55 | 1.49 |
| D₆ D/H₃ | WHHAAHGGH | 8 | 7 | 87.5 | 3.14 | 0.41 | 25.14 | 3.26 |
| D₆ × 2 | WHHDDGHHDDGHH | 13 | 6 | 46.2 | 1.35 | 0.13 | 17.52 | 1.63 |
| D₆ × 3 | WHHDDGHHDDGHH | 18 | 8 | 44.4 | 0.95 | 0.04 | 17.04 | 0.67 |

D₆ other plants |
| OsD₆ | WHGEEGHHGDGH | Oryza sativa | 12 | 5 | 41.7 | 1.69 | 0.20 | 20.25 | 2.37 |
| RvD₆ | WHEHGHGDGH | Retama raetam | 11 | 5 | 45.5 | 1.75 | 0.20 | 19.28 | 2.15 |
| GmD₆ | WHHEDHGDGH | Glycine max | 5 | 5 | 55.6 | 2.11 | 0.17 | 19.01 | 1.50 |
| SbD₆ | WHGEGHDDGHH | Sorghum bicolor | 11 | 4 | 36.4 | 1.85 | 0.25 | 20.35 | 2.78 |
| MtD₆ | WHGEGHDDGHH | Medicago sativa | 10 | 4 | 40.0 | 2.18 | 0.19 | 21.82 | 1.92 |
| CpD₆ | WHDEHGDGH | Canis canaan | 10 | 4 | 40.0 | 2.52 | 0.06 | 25.22 | 0.64 |
| BdD₆ | WHGEGHKKEDGHH | Brachypodium distachyon | 12 | 3 | 25.0 | 2.75 | 0.33 | 33.03 | 3.95 |
| VvD₆ | WHDEHGDGH | Vaccinium vitis | 10 | 3 | 30.0 | 3.01 | 0.50 | 30.09 | 5.01 |
| CmD₆ | WHGEEHKGHDGH | Corylus mandshurica | 9 | 3 | 33.3 | 2.40 | 0.12 | 21.64 | 1.09 |
| RcD₆ | WHGEEHGDGH | Ricinus communis | 6 | 3 | 50.0 | 2.87 | 0.11 | 17.19 | 0.68 |
| HvD₆ | WDGEGHKDDGHH | Hordeum vulgare | 12 | 2 | 16.7 | 2.66 | 0.07 | 31.86 | 0.80 |
| PmD₆ | WHGEGHGDGH | Plantago major | 9 | 2 | 22.2 | 3.18 | 0.18 | 28.62 | 1.65 |
| CuD₆ | WHDEHGDGH | Citrus unshiu | 7 | 2 | 28.6 | 4.19 | 0.44 | 29.32 | 3.07 |

AAN, amino acid number.
AtHIRD11 was subjected to a spectropolarimeter (J-820, JASCO) in the presence of metals. AtHIRD11 (4.6 µM) and various concentrations (2.3, 23, and 230 µM) of metals, such as CaCl2, MgCl2, MnCl2, CoCl2, NiCl2, CuCl2, and ZnCl2, were combined in 1/10 PBS pH 7.4. The scan was performed from 195 nm to 250 nm. The scan speed, resolution, and cell width were 100 nm min⁻¹, 1 nm, and 2 mm, respectively. The obtained data were analysed by DICHROWEB (http://dichroweb.cryst.bbk.ac.uk/html/home.shtml), which is an online server for predicting secondary structures of proteins (Whitmore and Wallace, 2004).

Protease sensitivity of AtHIRD11

AtHIRD11 (4.6 µM), metals such as CaCl2, MgCl2, MnCl2, CoCl2, NiCl2, CuCl2, and ZnCl2 (2.3, 23, and 230 µM), and trypsin (0.05 µM) were combined in 1/10 PBS pH 7.4. A digestive reaction was started by the addition of trypsin. After the samples were incubated at room temperature for 10 min, the reactions were terminated by heating at 95 °C. The AtHIRD11 in the samples was resolved by SDS–PAGE, and then the gel was stained with colloidal Coomassie blue (Bio-Safe, Tokyo, Japan). After the digital images were taken, the intensities of the AtHIRD11 bands were determined by NIH-Image software (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/nih-image/). The intensity of the non-digested AtHIRD11 with no metal was standardized (100%).

Self-association of AtHIRD11

The degree of association of AtHIRD11 was determined as follows. AtHIRD11 (4.6 µM) was mixed with metals such as CaCl2, MgCl2, MnCl2, CoCl2, NiCl2, CuCl2, and ZnCl2 (2.3, 23, and 230 µM) in 1/10 PBS pH 7.4 (total volume 40 µl) in siliconized plastic tubes. After incubating at room temperature for 5 min, the samples were centrifuged at 10 000 g for 15 min at 4 °C. The supernatants were totally transferred to the new tubes, and then the pellets were resuspended in 40 µl of 1/10 PBS by vortexing. AtHIRD11 was resolved by SDS–PAGE. The gel was stained with colloidal Coomassie blue (Bio-Safe). The intensities of the AtHIRD11 bands in the digital images were determined by NIH-Image software. The amount of AtHIRD11 in the supernatant and AtHIRD11 in the pellet was expressed as a percentage. In each sample, the sum of the intensities of AtHIRD11 in the supernatant and the pellet was standardized (100%).

Data analysis

Data for P-values were analysed by Student’s t-test at a significance level of 0.05. To fit curves through points, the curve-fitting tools in Microsoft Excel 2007 were used.

Results

Reduction of ROS generation from Cu by AtHIRD11

AtHIRD11 (At1g54410) is a KS-type dehydrin consisting of 98 amino acids (Hara et al., 2011). AtHIRD11 has a simple domain constitution including K-, PK-, and S-segments (Fig. 1A). Histidine residues frequently occur throughout the sequence of AtHIRD11. The histidine content of AtHIRD11 (13.3%) is the seventh highest in the ORFs of the Arabidopsis genome (Hara et al., 2010). Orthologues of AtHIRD11 are widely spread in higher plants such as Ricinus communis, Glycine max, Solanum lycopersicum, Oryza sativa, Medicago sativa, Vitis vinifera, etc. (Rorat et al., 2004; Hara et al., 2011).

In order to test whether AtHIRD11 affects ROS generation, the recombinant AtHIRD11 protein that is produced by E. coli was prepared. A common ROS-generating reaction, namely the Cu–ascorbate system, which was established to investigate ROS-silencing activity (Guilloreau et al., 2007), was used. Ascorbate reduces Cu²⁺ to Cu⁺, and then Cu⁺ subsequently reduces oxygen to hydroxyl radicals via the formation of superoxide anions and hydrogen peroxide as intermediates under aerobic conditions (Fig. 1B). Through the radical generation, Cu⁺ is regenerated from Cu²⁺ by ascorbate. According to the theory, hydroxyl radicals were generated when ascorbate (300 µM) was combined with Cu²⁺ (4.6 µM) (Fig. 1C, condition 4). However, the addition of AtHIRD11 (0.93 µM) attenuated the radical generation of Cu²⁺ with ascorbate (Fig. 1C, condition 5). In this system, Cu⁺, ascorbate, or AtHIRD11 did not generate hydroxyl radicals alone (Fig. 1C, conditions 2, 3, and 6). Neither the combination of AtHIRD11 and Cu nor that of AtHIRD11 and ascorbate generated hydroxyl radicals (Fig. 1C, conditions 7 and 8). These results show that hydroxyl radical formation, which occurred under the co-existence of ascorbate and Cu⁺, was reduced by AtHIRD11.

The reduction of hydroxyl radical generation by AtHIRD11 was dose dependent, and the 50% inhibitory dose (ID₅₀) was 0.58±0.18 µM (n=4) (Fig. 2A, left graph). AtHIRD11 also attenuated hydrogen peroxide generation in a dose-dependent manner at the ID₅₀ of 0.52±0.16 µM (n=4) (Fig. 2A, right graph). The ID₅₀ values for the reduction of hydroxyl radical generation were compared between AtHIRD11 and...
BSA, EDTA, GSH, histidine, or glycine (Fig. 2B). EDTA is a strong quencher of ROS generation from the metal-ascorbate system (Saran and Bors, 1991). The data indicate that AtHIRD11 showed the lowest ID$_{50}$ value among the compounds tested (Fig. 2B).

Effect of Cu on the conformation of AtHIRD11

Since it has been reported that several dehydrins changed their conformations when binding to metals (Hara et al., 2009; Mu et al., 2011; Rahman et al., 2011), experiments were carried out to confirm whether AtHIRD11 also shows a conformational change induced by Cu$^{2+}$. The CD analysis showed that AtHIRD11 was probably disordered, because a large negative peak at 200 nm was observed (Fig. 3A, grey broken line). The addition of Cu$^{2+}$ mitigated the degree of the negative peak at 200 nm in a dose-dependent manner (Fig. 3B). This suggests that in the interaction between AtHIRD11 and Cu$^{2+}$, more Cu$^{2+}$ results in a greater decrease in disorder. Although such conformational changes of AtHIRD11 also occurred with Co$^{2+}$, Ni$^{2+}$, and Zn$^{2+}$, no change occurred with Ca$^{2+}$.

![Fig. 2. Reducing activities of ROS generation by AtHIRD11 and other compounds. (A) Dose-dependent reductions of the ROS generation by AtHIRD11. Results regarding hydroxyl radicals (left graph) and hydrogen peroxide (right graph) are shown. Ascorbate (300 µM) and CuCl$_2$ (4.6 µM) were used. (B) Reducing activities of the generation of hydroxyl radicals by different compounds. AH11, BSA, EDTA, GSH, His, and Gly represent AtHIRD11, bovine serum albumin, ethylene diamine tetra-acetic acid, glutathione, histidine, and glycine, respectively. Values and bars indicate means and SD of four measurements, respectively. Significant differences ($P < 0.05$) in comparison with the value of AtHIRD11 were determined by Student’s t-test (* in B).

![Fig. 3. Conformational alterations of AtHIRD11 by metals. (A) Circular dichroism (CD) analyses using AtHIRD11 with different concentrations of Cu$^{2+}$. AtHIRD11 alone (4.6 µM) is shown by a grey broken line. The [AtHIRD11]:[Cu$^{2+}$] ratios are 1:0.5 (4.6 µM:2.3 µM, grey solid line), 1:5 (4.6 µM:23 µM, black broken line), and 1:50 (4.6 µM:230 µM, black solid line). Values are means of four measurements. (B) Effects of different metal cations on conformational changes of AtHIRD11. CD values at 200 nm are compared. The white column showing the value without metal (NM) is standardized (100%). The [AtHIRD11]:[Cu$^{2+}$] ratios are 1:0.5 (light grey columns), 1:5 (dark grey columns), and 1:50 (black columns). The concentrations of AtHIRD11 and Cu$^{2+}$ were the same as in A. (C) Composition of secondary structures in AtHIRD11 as predicted by DICHROWEB (http://dichroweb.cryst.bbk.ac.uk/html/home.shtml). H1, H2, S1, S2, T, and U indicate regular helix, distorted helix, regular β-strand, distorted β-strand, turn, and unordered contents, respectively. The white columns represent the value without metal. The [AtHIRD11]:[Cu$^{2+}$] ratios are 1:0.5 (light grey columns), 1:5 (dark grey columns), and 1:50 (black columns). The concentrations of AtHIRD11 and Cu$^{2+}$ were the same as in A. In B and C, values and bars indicate means and SD of four measurements, respectively. *Significant differences ($P < 0.05$) in comparison with the value without metal were determined by Student’s t-test.
Mg²⁺, and Mn²⁺ (Fig. 3B). Because AtHIRD11 bound Co²⁺, Ni²⁺, Cu²⁺, and Zn²⁺, whereas it did not bind Ca²⁺, Mg²⁺, and Mn²⁺ (Hara et al., 2011), this indicated that the decrease in disorder was promoted only by the metals which bound to AtHIRD11.

The DICHRORWEB analysis also indicated that the disordered state of AtHIRD11 was reduced by supplying Cu²⁺ (Fig. 3C, U). On the other hand, the analysis showed a decrease in distorted β-strands (Fig. 3C; Supplementary Fig. S1, S2 available at JXB online) as the Cu²⁺ concentration increased, whereas the disordered state was predominant even when the highest concentration of Cu²⁺ was added to AtHIRD11.

Metals including Cu²⁺ can induce not only conformational changes but also protease resistance in some disordered proteins such as prion (Lehmann, 2002). Therefore, it is assumed that AtHIRD11 may be converted to protease-resistant forms. Although AtHIRD11 is highly susceptible to trypsin, AtHIRD11 became resistant to trypsin by the addition of Co²⁺, Ni²⁺, Cu²⁺, and Zn²⁺ (Fig. 4A). On the other hand, Ca²⁺, Mg²⁺, and Mn²⁺, which cannot bind to AtHIRD11, did not enhance the protease resistance. If the molar ratios of Cu²⁺ to AtHIRD11 increased, the degree of trypsin susceptibility decreased (Fig. 4B). Similar results were obtained in the case of Co²⁺, Ni²⁺, and Zn²⁺. Moreover, the addition of Cu²⁺ increased the association species of AtHIRD11 in a dose-dependent manner (Fig. 5). Co²⁺, Ni²⁺, and Zn²⁺ promoted the association of AtHIRD11 as Cu²⁺ did. However, Ca²⁺, Mg²⁺, and Mn²⁺ did not.

Domains contributing to the ROS silencing

In order to postulate the mechanisms regarding the reducing activity of the Cu-promoted ROS generation by AtHIRD11, an attempt was made to determine the functional domains which contribute to the activity. The AtHIRD11 amino acid sequence was divided into seven domains, D1–D7 (Fig. 1A). D1 and D2 are N-terminal sequences which do not contain any conserved segments found in dehydrins. D3, D5, and D7 are conserved K-, polylysine (PK)-, and S-segments, respectively. D4 and D6 are junction regions between the conserved segments (D4, between the K-segment and the PK-segment; D6, between the PK-segment and the S-segment). The seven domains (D1–D7) and the whole AtHIRD11 sequence were subjected to the Cu–ascorbate system (Table 1; AtHIRD11 and domains). It was indicated that five (D1–D4 and D6) out of the seven domains showed apparent ROS-reducing activities (ID₅₀ of <10 µM), suggesting that the functional domains exist throughout the whole sequence of AtHIRD11. However, it was assumed that D6 may be one of the core sequences for expressing the ROS-reducing activity, because this domain showed strong activity despite having the shortest sequence.

Factors determining the ROS-silencing activity

Since the domains containing histidine apparently showed the ROS-reducing activity as described above, it was suggested that histidine may be a crucial residue for the activity. To confirm this, mutant domains were prepared in which histidine residues in the corresponding original domains were changed to alanine residues (Table 1; Modified domains). The mutant domains were D2H/A, D3H/A, D4H/A, and D6H/A, whose sequences found in the KS-type dehydrins of 13 plant species were prepared, namely a sequence of D5+D6+D7, seven peptides that were mutant D6 sequences of AtHIRD11, and D6 sequences found in the KS-type dehydrins of 13 plant species (Table 1). The sequences of the D6 domains and their adjacent sites of the KₕS-type dehydrins used in this study are shown.
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The data regarding the sequences, amino acid numbers, the numbers of histidine residues, and the ID$_{50}$ values of the 27 peptides that possess at least one histidine residue are represented in Table 1 with the symbol ‘✓’. Using these data, the combinations of the items of data that showed good correlations were searched. Finally, it was found that when the indices of the ID$_{50}$×amino acid number (µM) were plotted against the histidine contents (%), it is likely that the dots fit the continuous curve for the most part (Fig. 6). Several approximation models were applied to fit curves through the dots. Comparison of the $R^2$ values indicated that a power approximation showed the best fit, namely ID$_{50}$×amino acid number (µM)=352×histidine content (%)$^{-0.74}$ ($R^2=0.788$) (Fig. 6, broken line). This curve indicated that the value of ID$_{50}$×amino acid number greatly decreased as the histidine contents increased in the range from ~5% to 15%. In the histidine contents range extending from ~15% to 50%, however, the decreasing slope of the ID$_{50}$×amino acid number curve was much smaller. When the histidine contents were ≫50%, the value of ID$_{50}$×amino acid number was nearly constant regardless of the histidine contents. Taken together, Fig. 6 suggests that, if the peptide lengths are assumed to be uniform, the ID$_{50}$ values of the peptides decrease as their histidine contents increase, whereas the decrease of the ID$_{50}$ values reaches a plateau at more than ~50% of the histidine contents.

Discussion

Although many studies have reported that dehydrin expression provided an enhancement of abiotic stress tolerances in plants, the stress enhancement mechanisms have not been fully elucidated. In plants, one of the common symptoms in abiotic stress responses is physiological damage caused by ROS (Shen et al., 1997; Iturbe-Ormaetxe et al., 1998). It is believed that reactive transition metals which are released from organelles and enzymes under abiotic stresses are the sources of ROS generation (Iturbe-Ormaetxe et al., 1998). Previous results have indicated that dehydrins bind metals (Svensson et al., 2000; Krüger et al., 2002; Hara et al., 2005; Rahman et al., 2011), suggesting that dehydrins may stabilize the transition
metals by binding them (Hara et al., 2005; Sun and Lin, 2010). However, there has been no report which experimentally demonstrated this proposed stabilization. In this study, the focus was on elucidating the ROS-silencing activity of the KS-type dehydrins. A common ROS-generating reaction, namely the Cu–ascorbate system, was used. The ID50 values were 0.58 µM and 0.52 µM for the reductions in hydroxyl radical generation and hydrogen peroxide generation, respectively. Since the present Cu–ascorbate system was implemented with 4.6 µM Cu²⁺, these ID50 values were obtained when the ratio of [AtHIRD11] to [Cu²⁺] was ~1:8. Previous data showed that the maximum binding capacity (B_max) of AtHIRD11 for Cu²⁺ was 8 (Hara et al., 2011). This suggests that AtHIRD11 can efficiently reduce ROS generation from Cu when the range of the Cu²⁺ concentration is within the binding capacity of AtHIRD11. The typical Cu content in plants is ~90 µmol kg⁻¹ dry weight, whereas the value is changeable under different growth conditions (Palmer and Guerinot, 2009). On the other hand, the extractable amount of AtHIRD11 protein from the above-ground part of the Arabidopsis plant was found to be ~10 µmol kg⁻¹ dry weight (Hara et al., 2011). This suggests that AtHIRD11 may effectively reduce the ROS generated from Cu in planta, because the ROS-reducing activity is maintained if 1 mol of AtHIRD11 binds 9 mol of Cu²⁺. It was reported that the Musa KS-type dehydrin MpDhn12 complemented the copper sensitivity of the yeast mutant delta sod1, which lacked Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase (Mu et al., 2011). This phenomenon might be caused by the ROS-silencing activity of MpDhn12 as for AtHIRD11.

It was shown here that the conformational changes of AtHIRD11 increased as the concentration of Cu²⁺ was elevated. DICHROWEB analyses suggest that the disordered state decreased while the α-helix content increased when AtHIRD11 was treated with Cu²⁺ (Fig. 3C). The disordered content, however, was still dominant even when Cu²⁺ was supplied at the highest concentration. As the disordered state decreased, AtHIRD11 that was treated with Cu²⁺ showed some association states, because the AtHIRD11 protein was precipitated by centrifugation (Fig. 5) and formed protease-resistant species (Fig. 4). However, it was unlikely that this association state was a typical aggregation for the following reasons. First, the visible turbidity was not found in the AtHIRD11 solution containing Cu²⁺. Secondly, α-helix aggregation, which is monitored on the basis of the decrease in CD at 222 nm (Zhong and Johnson, 1992), was not detected (Supplementary Fig. S2 at JXB online). Thirdly, the result of the 1-anilino-2-naphthalene sulfonate test for indicating the structural transition from disorder to an orderly aggregated state (Tompa, 2009) was negative (Supplementary Fig. S3). Based on these combined findings, it was hypothesized that when AtHIRD11 interacts with Cu²⁺, AtHIRD11 may self-associate by maintaining a respectably disordered state.

The self-association was accelerated when the ratio of [AtHIRD11] to [Cu²⁺] reached 1:50 (Fig. 5). At this concentration ratio, AtHIRD11 no longer reduced ROS formation. As described above, the reduction of Cu-promoted ROS generation by AtHIRD11 was more effective when the ratio of [AtHIRD11] to [Cu²⁺] was larger. These results suggest that the magnitude of the ROS-silencing activities of KS-type dehydrins is negatively correlated with the degree of conformational changes in the proteins.

In order to investigate the ROS-reducing domains of AtHIRD11, the reducing activities of the seven domains of AtHIRD11 were determined. Five domains (D1, D2, D3, D4, and D6) which contain histidine showed ROS-reducing activities (Table 1; AtHIRD11 and domains). The mutant domains corresponding to D2, D3, D4, and D6, which contain no histidine, manifested much lower activities than the original domains (Table 1; Modified domains). This indicates that histidine is indispensable for the domains to express their efficient ROS-reducing activities. Since dehydrins can bind metals via their histidine residues (Hara et al., 2005; Sun and Lin, 2010), it is likely that the chelating action of Cu²⁺ by histidine provides the ROS-reducing activities of AtHIRD11. Moreover, it was found that the levels of the ROS-reducing activities of the peptides were reflected by the histidine contents and the numbers of amino acids; namely, the indices of ID50×amino acid number (µM) were highly related to the histidine contents (%) (Fig. 6). A comparison of the ROS-reducing activities of the peptides on the basis of constant amino acid numbers showed that the ID50 values decreased as the histidine contents increased. Intriguingly, however, the decrease in the ID50 values weakened when the histidine contents surpassed 20%, and then the decrease reached a plateau at a low level when the histidine contents surpassed 50%. This indicates that the effects of the histidine contents on the enhancement of the ROS-reducing activity levelled off at >20% of the contents. Since histidine is one of the most expensive amino acids to biosynthesize (Rees et al., 2009), the production of peptides possessing extremely high histidine contents is likely to be costly for plants. Considering the metabolic cost of histidine biosynthesis, a level of histidine contents of ~20% is likely to be sufficient for efficient ROS reduction. Indeed, the ORF which shows the highest histidine contents in the Arabidopsis genome was At5g53590, whose histidine content was 19.7% (Hara et al., 2010).

The sixth domain, D6, which showed high ROS-silencing activity, was located between the PK- and S-segments of AtHIRD11 (Fig. 1A). The D6-like sequences were found in all KS-type dehydrins that were checked in the open databases. Various D6 sequences which are shown in Supplementary Fig. S1 at JXB online are suggested to contain mainly histidine, and subsequently aspartate and glycine. Such histidine-rich sequences are found in the metal transporters of many organisms. For instance, Arabidopsis AtMTP1 belonging to the cation diffusion facilitator family has a histidine-rich loop which may function as a buffering pocket for Zn²⁺ (Kawachi et al., 2008). The present results suggest that the histidine-rich loop may have a role in protecting the transportation machinery from damage by ROS by binding transition metals.

The KS-type dehydrin is the smallest subfamily that consists of simple domain constitutions. This suggests that the KS-type dehydrin may be a prototype of other dehydrin subfamilies. Accordingly, the present results regarding the ROS reduction by KS-type dehydrins may be useful for finding dehydrins that show higher ROS-silencing activities. Arabidopsis
possesses 10 copies of dehydrin genes (Hundertmark and Hincha, 2008). Among them, the histidine-rich dehydrin Lti30 (At1g50970), which is responsive to cold stress, shows the highest histidine content (13.3%). Although the histidine content of Lti30 is similar to that of AtHIRD11 (13.3%), the size of Lti30 (193 amino acids) was approximately double that of AtHIRD11 (98 amino acids). This suggests that Lti30 may show more potent ROS-silencing activity (i.e. a lower ID50 value) than AtHIRD11, if the correlation between the indices of ID50×amino acid number (nM) and the histidine contents (%) described in Fig. 6 is taken into consideration. Since it was recently reported that Lti30 could bind to membranes (Eriksson et al., 2011), Lti30 may protect membranes from the metal-promoting lipid peroxidation by binding the metals on the surfaces of the membranes. Alternatively, in the presence of metals, Lti30 may be released from the membranes by sequestering the metals from the membranes, because histidine residues that are associated with the membrane binding may be shielded by the metals.

In conclusion, it is proposed that histidine-rich peptides which inhibit the generation of ROS from metals exist in the plant kingdom. Some kinds of dehydrins including the KS-types may be such histidine-rich ROS-silencing peptides. Moreover, a common method of predicting the levels of the ROS-reducing activities of such peptides was found by using indices of the histidine contents and the amino acid numbers. These findings may be useful in elucidating the functions of the histidine-rich proteins and domains.
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Supplementary data are available at JXB online.

Figure S1. Amino acid sequences of D5s, D6s, and D7s in different K2S-type dehydrins.

Figure S2. Effect of Cu2+ on CD at 222 nm of AtHIRD11.

Figure S3. Effect of Cu2+ on the formation of ordered aggregation in AtHIRD11.
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